Abstract
Introduction
With the development of vehicle chassis advanced control techniques, the performance of vehicle handling stability, safety and riding comfort have improved greatly. These advanced controllers based on multi-variable control methods need accurate information about vehicle states, such as sideslip angle, sideslip velocity, yaw rate, roll angle and roll rate. However, not all of the vehicles states can be measured directly, such as sideslip velocity. Besides, the costs are expensive for direct measure, such as yaw and roll rates. Meanwhile, because of the sensors have calibrated and drift error, the measurement noise cannot confirm its distribution character, which brings a lot of difficulties for vehicle handling state information measure precisely. So, using the multi-sensors measurement information to achieve the vehicle real-time state information and judge the vehicle running attitude is very important for the vehicle active safety, handling stability and riding comfort control. It is also the prerequisite to the vehicle close-loop feedback control.
There are many studies on the vehicle state estimation with many methods and objectives [1] [2] [3] [4] . Wenzel, Thomas A. estimated the vehicle state and parameter with dual Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [5] [6] . M. C. Best, T. J. Gordon and Medy Satria estimated the vehicle states by Kalman or EKF [7] . Hyeongcheol Lee applied reliability indexed sensor fusion to estimate the vehicle velocity [8] . Rezaeian, A. et al., proposed a modelbased "Cascaded Dual Extended Kalman Filter" (CDEKF) for combined vehicle state estimation, namely, tire vertical forces and parameter identification [9] . Gabriel Agamennoni, et al., presented a robust non-linear smoothing algorithm for vehicle state estimation. This algorithm is extremely robust to outliers and missing data. It also can
Vehicle Nonlinear State Estimation Procedure

Vehicle Nonlinear State Estimation Principle
In principle, the vehicle handling dynamics state of yaw rate and side slip angle can be estimated by using kinematic relationships, which is from the measured speed of undriven wheels or is from measured lateral acceleration. However, these estimates are reasonably good in restrictive conditions.
Another way to estimate the vehicle yaw rate and side slip angle uses a speeddependent dynamic model of vehicle motion in the yaw plane with steering angle as input. In this approach, the estimates tend to deviate from the actual values as a result of mismatch between the vehicle actual parameters and those used by the model, or the disturbances, such as lateral forces and moments due to side wind. In order to minimize these effects, the model must include the feedback of the error signals, that is, the differences between the measured signals and that predicted by the model. The basic block diagram of vehicle handling dynamics state estimation is shown in Figure 1 . 
Strong Tracking Filter Design
Strong Tracking Filter adopts the orthogonal theory based on EKF and introduces a suboptimal fading coefficient Λ [9] . The force residual error is orthogonal or rough orthogonal. So, STF has strong ability to track the status of mutation through covariance matrix, the corresponding gain matrix and the real-time states predict error. It makes the
Where, x is state, u input, y output and The STF process with a sampling period of nonlinear system is shown in Figure 2 .
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Figure 2. The STF Process and Sampling Period
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In the formula (5) Figure 3 is the block diagram of vehicle state online estimation system based on multisensors linear combination and STF theory. The vehicle state optimal estimation system includes four lateral acceleration sensors, single sensor STF, sensors fault diagnosis, system information fusion and main filter. The information of vehicle lateral acceleration can be observed with the 4 sensors in Figure 5 . In order to make the system has more precision, the each sensor information are filtered with the STF. And also, the faults of sensors are checked in time to insure the output information reliable. Then, the accurate vehicle non-linear state estimation ˆ() xt after the main filter can be gained by the linearity combination. The vehicle key states estimated value can be used in the vehicle closedloop accurate control. 
Optimal Estimate of Multi-sensors Linear Combination
With unbiased estimation of the linear combination ofˆ( | ) x k k , then 
Where, a i is weighted coefficient. The main issues for optimal amalgamation estimate of multi-sensor linear combination are changed into solve the problems of coefficients weighted ofˆ( | )
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Then, P(k) is covariance matrix of error
The minimum criterion is established as following:
Then Lagrange multipliers method is used, and auxiliary functions are introduced.
. Finally, the weighted coefficient of the optimal amalgamation estimate of multi-sensor linear combination is obtained. (1 / tr ( ( ))
( 1 7 ) 3. Vehicle Handling Dynamics State Estimation with STF
Vehicle Nonlinear Dynamic Modeling
The vehicle dynamic model is an important precondition to prove the effectiveness of the control laws. However, it is complex and cannot be described precisely because the system parameters vary with the time and the longitudinal / lateral dynamic have strong coupling effects. In this paper, the 4-DOF vehicle nonlinear dynamic model including longitudinal, lateral, roll and yaw is shown as Figure 4 . . Then, the full vehicle dynamic model can be described with the Newton Second Law, as following. 
Where, the tires longitudinal and lateral forces F x1,2 , F y1,2 , F x3,4 , F y3,4 are calculated with Magic Formula model. u is vehicle longitudinal velocity; v is vehicle lateral velocity; r is yaw rate; p is roll angular velocity; Φ is roll angle; I b,x , I b,z are roll and yaw Inertia moment respectively; I b,xz is roll/yaw cross inertia moment; m is full vehicle mass; m b is up-spring mass; a, b are distances from the front and rear axle to the center of mass respectively; t f , t r are front and rear axle wheelbase respectively; h 0 is the distance from center of mass to roll axle; h r is the high of roll center; ε is inclined angle of roll axel and longitudinal axle; h rr is the distance from rear axle to roll axle; k f , k r are front and rear suspension stiffness respectively; k st is the stiffness of front stabilizer bar; c f , c r are front and rear suspension damping; δ is the rotate angle of front wheel.
Vehicle State Estimation Based on STF
The four lateral accelerometers are the measurable variables, and the sensors are positioned as shown in Figure 5 . respectively. These two kinds of noise are independent with each other. They are gaussian white noise with zero mean and their probability distributions are as following.
Supposed the sampling period is T. The system continuous state equations and observation equations are dispersed to acquire the state equations and observation equations of discrete systems.
According to the equation 2) and 3) of formula (19), the estimation model of yaw rate can be gained as following. 
Simulation and Analysis
Combined with the state variables of vehicle estimated by using STF and the multisensor linear combination optimal estimate theory, an assumption can be made that the system initial state are Supposed the longitudinal velocity is steady and u=20m/s. The curve of continuous input signal of steering angle and lateral acceleration signals are showed in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows that filters estimate roll rate, yaw rate and roll angle are extremely well. Besides, the errors can be controlled in small bound. Ultimately, the stability of the vehicle speed tends to zero. This phenomenon is reasonable because the non-linearity of the vehicle model in p, γ and θ states are relatively insensitive to the tires non-linearity, which has the biggest non-linearity effect in the vehicle model. From equation (18), it can be shown that the roll dynamics are strongly affected by spring-damper forces of the suspension, which are linear in the model. Also, it can be shown that the yaw dynamics are strongly affected by lateral tires forces. However, since the overall yaw moment is caused by the subtraction between tires lateral moment of front wheels and that of rear wheels, the overall non-linearity affected by tires International Journal of Control and Automation Vol. 8, No. 9 (2015) 30 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC lateral forces is reduced. Yaw and roll modes are also well accommodated within the sensor feedback. So non-linearity errors are rapidly diminished.
The biggest non-linearity effect occurs in side-slip velocity dynamics. Equation (18) also shows that side-slip is caused by the addition of all four lateral tires forces, so this is strongly influenced by tires non-linearity. When the lateral acceleration change acutely (as shown in Figure 6 , the time such as 5-7sec, 9-15sec), there is a certain error in the state estimation method. But the SFT estimated accuracy is slightly higher than the EKF. The reason is that the initial error makes sub-optimal fading factors have a regulatory role to amend the state estimation error. So, the state estimate is more accurate than the EKF.
Conclusions
According to the vehicles lateral acceleration and steering wheel sensor information easily measured, combining with the vehicle dynamics model, the system equations of state and measurement equation for vehicle nonlinear state estimation are built. With the EKF and STF technology, the key states (such as vehicle lateral velocity, yaw rate and side slip angle) are estimated. The simulation results show that the STF and EKF filtering method based on multi-sensors data fusion have more effective result, and the estimated error is small. When the lateral acceleration become stable, state estimation error can quickly converge to zero and come into stable state.
Multi-sensors data fusion and STF theory can improve the reliability of the vehicle state estimation system and the accuracy of estimates. The computer simulation results show that this method is very effective for vehicle state estimation.
